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Basic Master Pattern Already Set
The Revelation 11 "two witnesses" will be two witnessing periods of 1260 days each, 1914-1918 and the future for a total 2520 days
as "seven times". 

(Revelation 10:11) And they say to me: “You must prophesy AGAIN (1260 days more) with regard to peoples and nations
and tongues and many kings.”

(Revelation 11:3) And I will cause my two witnesses to prophesy a thousand two hundred and sixty days dressed in
sackcloth. (past "witness" and future "witness")

Keep in mind that in the final apostasy now operative for a few decades in Jehovah's witnesses now subverted ministry, the 1914
prophecy date is being undermined with a known lie concerning the 586-587 BCE Jerusalem destruction date. The WTBTS claimed
date+event is 607 BCE, which is a globally-known error. 

In the future, the final "witness" will prove the actual Babylonian ascension period of 609 BCE to 605 BCE. Tat will rectify that
purposeful 1914 subverting error of the Jehovah's witnesses apostasy upon a "gentile" times benchmark on the gentile Babylon
period.

That will come from God (Rev10:11; Rev11:3) after the final apostasy in Jehovah's witness goes down in the Daniel 8:13-14 epic
temple judgment downfall globally, as this final world-crisis cycle begins. (Dan11:41-43)

1914-1918

1. The first witness cycle manifested with a world cycle "sword-stroke" of WW1 (Rev13:3), which resolved into the League of Nations
"image" of the wildbeast world government in its first step of progress. (Dan12:11; Rev13:11-15)

2. The first witness cycle of 1260 days from 1914 to 1918 (Dan12:7; Rev11:3), was ceased by legal means in 1918, to come into
recovery in 1919 as Daniel 12:11's first cycle was defined.

(Daniel 12:11 First Cycle) And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed (Rev11:7; Rev13:3-11, post 1260
days first ministry cancelled) and there has been a placing of the disgusting thing that is causing desolation (as the League
of Nations "image"), there will be one thousand two hundred and ninety days.

Future

1. The final witness cycle will manifest in the future world cycle "sword-stroke" (Rev13:3), of for now unknown severity (Dan11:41-43),
which will also resolve into the United National final "image" of the wildbeast along with completed "8th King" World Government in its
last step of progress. (Dan12:11; Rev13:11-15)

2. The final witness cycle in the future 1260 days (Dan12:7; Rev11:3), will be ceased by legal means in the future, to lead into the
Christ arrival via Revelation 14 (Rev11:11-13), in the Daniel 12:11 final cycle 1290 days as defined by the same related criteria as the
first cycle.

(Daniel 12:11 Final Cycle) And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed (Rev11:7; Rev13:5-7, post 1260
days final ministry cancelled) and there has been a placing of the disgusting thing that is causing desolation (as world
government with its final UN-related rendition "image"), there will be one thousand two hundred and ninety days.

Spiritual and World Cycle Prophecy and Events Repeat

1914 1914  1918 1919
Event  Purpose Event Event
Sword-Stroke WW1 Distraction Peace Resolution Present League of Nations
First Witness Ministry  Cease Ministry Recovery>>>
Revelation 11:3 First Cycle Rev11:7; Dan12:11  
 
Future Future  Future Future
Event  Purpose Event Event
Sword-Stroke Unknown Distraction Peace Resolution Present World Government
Last Witness Ministry  Cease Ministry Christ Arrival>>>
Revelation 11:3 Final Cycle Rev11:7; Dan12:11  
 

https://templelijah.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/epic_judgment_downfall_of_jehovahs_witnessesdraft3b-03232020_3b.pdf


Repeats: Dan7:25; Dan12:7; Rev11:2-3; Rev12:14; Rev13:5 Repeats: Dan12:11; Dan7:26
 
Notes
1. Final world peace resolution under World Government: 1Thss5:1-3; Dan8:25
2. Final prophecy and world event cycle based on 1914-1922 first cycle master pattern.
3. Completes Revelation "seven times" connection as 2520 days, 7 times, 84 months;
March 2020

The 1914-1926 Daniel 12 Master Pattern Repeats

The first complete prophecy and spiritual cycle of 1914-1926 and the world cycle it manifested with in the "sword-stroke" global-crisis
"time of distress" principle laid out the exact same prophecy pattern, as the assured master pattern of the final future cycle.

There had to be a preview of minor fulfillment cycle first. The Daniel 12 prophecy and world
event master pattern of 1914-1926 , is the only way the future prophecy can be known [before] it
fulfills this time. This time the prophecy must be known before it fulfills because it will be giving
the warning of what completed world government will be triggering: the Christ "second
coming", for the global sheep gathering phase first.

Unlike other prophecy periods which had to be ascertained after the fact, there will not be that luxury of extra time in the future. Just as
Charles Russell was able to forecast the Daniel 4 "gentile times" to 1914, before it happened, this time the whole prophecy will be
known with the same sovereign-time-limit message for the rival world government, this time, in completed form as well. (Rev10:5-7)

The 607 BCE Babylon Ascension to 586 Jerusalem Destruction to 516 BCE Second Temple
Completion Gentile Times Rectification

Now that the WTBTS centered apostates have fully discredited 1914 with a real 607 BCE Jerusalem destruction fiction, this explains
how Babylon's actual "gentile" ascension marks the 609-605 BCE prophecy benchmark era.

1. https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2019/11/ref_daniel4time_part1-5_withtables-htm-1.pdf

2. https://templelijah.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/appointed_times_of_the_nations_reconsidered-again-rev2-03132020-htm-1.pdf

 

https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2019/11/ref_daniel4time_part1-5_withtables-htm-1.pdf
https://templelijah.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/appointed_times_of_the_nations_reconsidered-again-rev2-03132020-htm-1.pdf
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